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(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To form a flat thin film of copper, by using,

as material gas, mixed gas of copper

hexafluoroacetylacetonate-trimethylvinylsilane and

hexafluoroacetylacetone, and changing over to mixed

gas of copper hexafluoroacetyl acetonate-trimethyl vinyl

silane and water.

CONSTITUTION: Material wherein trimethylvinylsilyl is

added to hexafluoroacetylacetonate of monovalent

copper is used as material. As carrier gas, hydrogen and

hexafluoroacetylacetone are introduced on a specimen

substrate in a reaction chamber. Copper is chemically

vapor-grown, and an initial formation copper film 24 is

deposited. Out of supply materials to the reaction

chamber, the supply of hexafluoroacetylacetone is

interrupted. Copper is chemically vapor-grown successively, and a trench 22 is filled with a

copper layer 25. The copper layer 25 is polished and copper in the trench part 22 is left.

Thereby a copper wiring pattern 26 is formed.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the manufacture method of a semiconductor device of

having used the formation method of the copper thin film for wiring, and it, especially by the CVD
(chemical vapor deposition) method, it is the high rate of sedimentation about a copper thin film, and its

irregularity is small smooth, it can form the membraneous good copper thin film for wiring, and relates

to the manufacture method of the semiconductor device used suitable for wiring formation of a

semiconductor integrated circuit.

[0002]

Pescription of the Prior Art] In the silicon semiconductor integrated circuit, the copper with which

electric resistance has migration resistance low as a wiring material replaced with aluminum attracts

attention. Compared with formation of the copper film by the sputtering method, the formation method

of the copper film by CVD is excellent in the covering property in ****, a slot, or a hole, and is filling

the performance as which copper wiring is required of the process technology in a target deep submicron

pattern rule. The source material used for a copper chemical-vapor-deposition method The complex

which has the structure chemically stabilized by combination with an olefin or an alkyne at the room

temperature in the univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonate of the copper which is a liquid

[J.A.T.Norman to which it is reported that the controllability and stability which were excellent when it

introduced into a semiconductor manufacture process are shown, B.A.Muratore, P.N.Dyer, D.A.Roberts,

and A.KHoschberg, IEEE VLSI Multilevel inter connection Conf., p.123 (1991), N. Awaya and Y.Arita,

Dig.Tech.Pap.(1993) Symp.VLSI Technol.p.125, A.V.Gelatos, S.Poon, R.Marsh, and C.J.Mogab and

M. Thompson, Dig.Tech.Pap.(1993) Symp.VLSI Tchnol., p. 123]. In the chemical-vapor-deposition

reaction using the complex of the structure which combined the univalent hexa FURORO
acetylacetonate of the above-mentioned copper with the olefin or the alkyne as a raw material When
inert gas, such as an argon and nitrogen, is used as carrier gas After an olefin or an alkyne dissociates on

a substrate front face, it is considered by copper univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonate dyad

disproportionation for a copper deposition reaction to advance by a deposit of copper 1 atom and

desorption of a copper divalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonate molecule. Moreover, since adhesion of

copper with an insulator layer is weak, and ablation of a copper thin film tends to occur, and the inside

of a silicon oxide is diffused and it has a bad influence on a device, refractory metals, such as a tantalum

with diffusion barrier nature and a titanium nitride, are used as an interlayer. A chemical vapor

deposition is sensitive to the property on the front face of a substrate which it is going to deposit, and it

depends on the metal of a ground for the morphology of the film to form greatly. Moreover, in order to

raise the flexibility of the process of film formation, deposition of good membraneous copper is

desirable irrespective of the kind of ground metal. In order to make a copper chemical-vapor-deposition

film deposit in good membraneous quality on a refractory metal, the method of adding a hexa FURORO
acetylacetone is proposed [J.A.T.Notman, Advanced Metallizationfor ULSI Application (1993)]. A hexa

FURORO acetylacetone promotes the above-mentioned reaction on a substrate, and since this increases
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especially early nucleation density, it is considered that a copper film irregularity is small and smooth

[
irregularity ] and good is formed in a substrate front face.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In formation of the copper film according [ in / the

conventional technology / as mentioned above ] to CVD The complex which has the structure stabilized

in combination with an olefin or an alkyne in the univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonate of the copper

which is a liquid at a room temperature as a source material, When inert gas is used as carrier gas, or

when a copper hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane and a hexa FURORO
acetylacetone are used as material gas, irregularity of a smell is small smooth and it is known that a

membraneous good copper film will be formed. However, there was a problem that the rate of

sedimentation of a copper film was slow. In order that this invention persons may solve the above-

mentioned problem, when the above-mentioned copper hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl

silane and hydrogen with reducing are used as carrier gas as material gas, As a result of measuring the

rate of sedimentation of the copper at the time of using inert gas, the copper rate of sedimentation found

out the bird clapper quickly rather than the case where the pressure of the reaction chamber which

performs a chemical vapor deposition uses inert gas for carrier gas in a comparatively high hydrogen

atmosphere more than 20Torr(s) (mmHg). It is parallel to the disproportionation for which a

semiconductor substrate front face is adsorbed and which occurs, the reduction reaction of the copper

with which the direct reduction of the copper univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl

silane molecule is carried out by hydrogen advances, and this is considered that copper deposit

efficiency improves. Therefore, in the chemical-vapor-deposition method of a copper thin film, in order

to make the copper rate of sedimentation quick and to improve the consumption efficiency of a source

material, it is desirable to use hydrogen as carrier gas. On the other hand, in order to obtain

membraneous copper good irrespective of the kind of ground metal, it is desirable to add a hexa

FURORO acetylacetone to carrier gas. Since addition of the conventional hexa FURORO acetylacetone

was only the case where inert gas was used, this invention persons tried the experiment in the system

which added the hexa FURORO acetylacetone to this by making hydrogen into carrier gas.

Consequently, although good membraneous copper accumulated on the refractory metal like the case

where inert gas is used as carrier gas, the high rate of sedimentation like [ when the copper rate of

sedimentation uses hydrogen gas independently ] was not obtained. Since the hexa FURORO
acetylacetone added to hydrogen gas serves as a catalyst, this accelerates disproportionation, this

disproportionation turns into a main reaction of the system of reaction, the reduction reaction by

hydrogen is suppressed and the copper deposit efficiency by disproportionation is inferior to the copper

deposit efficiency of the reduction system of reaction in the case of a hydrogen independent, the rate of

sedimentation of quick copper like [ at the time of using hydrogen as carrier gas ] is considered to have

not been obtained.

[0004] By the chemical-vapor-deposition method, the purpose of this invention cancels the trouble in the

above-mentioned conventional technology, and in the formation method of the copper thin film for

wiring, irregularity is small smooth, its electrical property is good and it is to be able to obtain a

membraneous good copper thin film by the quick rate of sedimentation, and offer the formation method
of a copper thin film with the good consumption efficiency of a source material, and the manufacture

method of the semiconductor device using it.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the technical problem of the above-mentioned this

invention, this invention is considered as composition which was indicated by the claim. Namely, this

invention is the formation method of the copper thin film for wiring according to claim 1 which is

smooth and forms a membraneous good copper thin film by the high rate of sedimentation by the

chemical-vapor-deposition method on arbitrary semiconductor substrates like, and is set to the initial

stage of formation of the above-mentioned copper thin film. A chemical vapor deposition is performed

using the mixed gas of a copper hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane and a hexa

FURORO acetylacetone as material gas. The 1st process which early nucleation density is increased,
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and irregularity is small smooth, and forms a membraneous good copper thin film, Next, the above-

mentioned material gas is switched to the mixed gas of a copper hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-

trimethyl vinyl silane and hydrogen, and it considers as the formation method of the copper thin film for

wiring using the 2nd process which performs the chemical vapor deposition of a copper thin film by the

high rate of sedimentation at least. Moreover, this invention is the formation method of the copper thin

film for wiring according to claim 2 which is smooth and forms a membraneous good copper thin film

by the high rate of sedimentation by the chemical-vapor-deposition method on arbitrary semiconductor

substrates like, and is set to the initial stage of formation of the above-mentioned copper thin film. A
chenikaLvapor deposition is performed using the mixed gas of a copper hexa FURORO
acetylacetonate^ril^ FURORO acetyl acetone, and hydrogen as material gas.

The 1st process which early nucleation density is increased, and irregularity is small smooth, and forms

a membraneous good copper thin film, Then, supply of the hexa FURORO acetylacetone in the above-

mentioned material gas is stopped. Material gas is considered as the formation method of the copper thin

film for wiring using the 2nd process which performs the chemical vapor deposition of a copper thin

film by the mixed gas of a copper hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane and hydrogen,

nothing, and the high rate of sedimentation at least. Moreover, this invention prepares the crevice of the

predetermined configuration according to claim 3 corresponding to [ in / the claim 1 or the claim 2 /

like ] the desired circuit pattern to the insulator layer top of arbitrary semiconductor substrates, and

deposits a copper thin film on it. Moreover, as an interlayer who has diffusion barrier nature in the front

face of the crevice of the predetermined configuration formed on the insulator layer in the claim 3 like

corresponding to the desired circuit pattern according to claim 4, this invention prepares the refractory

metal or alloy layer which consists of a tantalum, a titanium nitride, etc., and deposits a copper thin film

on it. Moreover, this invention uses the univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonato complex of the copper

combined with the olefin or alkyne which a copper hexa FURORO acetylacetonate [ which is material

gas in any 1 term of a claim 1 or a claim 4 like ]-trimethyl vinyl silane according to claim 5 is a liquid at

a room temperature, and has the structure stabilized chemically. Furthermore, this invention is the

manufacture method of the semiconductor device using copper as a wiring main material like according

to claim 6. The process which forms the slot or hole corresponding to a circuit pattern by anisotropy dry

etching on the insulator layer formed in arbitrary semiconductor substrates, A refractory metal or alloy

films, such as a tantalum or a titanium nitride, are deposited all over a substrate. The process which

covers the base and the side of the flat part of a substrate and a slot, or a hole with the above-mentioned

high-melting point metal membrane, As a copper chemical-vapor-deposition method, the univalent hexa

FURORO acetylacetonato complex of the copper combined with the olefin is made into material gas.

Introduce on the substrate of a reaction chamber, using the hydrogen which added the hexa FURORO
acetylacetone to this as carrier gas, and a chemical vapor deposition is performed. The formation process

of the 1st copper thin film which irregularity is small smooth and aims at formation of a membraneous

good copper thin film by increasing early nucleation density, Then, supply of the hexa FURORO
acetylacetone in the above-mentioned material gas is stopped. A copper univalent hexa FURORO
acetylacetonato complex is introduced on the substrate of a reaction chamber, using only hydrogen gas

as carrier gas. It is the manufacture method of the semiconductor device using the process which

deposits copper on the slot or hole which formed the 2nd copper thin film by the high rate of

sedimentation, and was formed on the above-mentioned insulator layer at least by being parallel and

making a hydrogen-reduction reaction cause with disproportionation.

[0006]

[Function] The formation method of the copper thin film for wiring of this invention, and the

manufacture method of a semiconductor device In CVD, the factor according to claim 1 which

determines the membraneous quality of a copper thin film like In the initial stage of copper thin film

formation since it is dependent on the nucleation density in early stages of thin film formation A hexa

FURORO acetylacetone is added to the univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane

of the copper which is material gas. Increase the nucleation density on the front face of a substrate which

forms a copper thin film, make small irregularity of the copper thin film which this deposits, and a
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smooth and good membraneous copper film is obtained (the 1st process). Next, stop supply of a hexa

FURORO acetylacetone and hydrogen is added to the above-mentioned copper hexa FURORO
acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane. By being parallel and making the disproportionation of the

material gas in a substrate front face, and the reduction reaction by hydrogen perform, enlarge the rate of

sedimentation of (the 2nd process) and copper, and the shape of surface type is smooth by this. While

being able to form a copper thin film with the good good membraneous quality of an electrical property,

it has the outstanding effect which can improve consumption efficiency of material gas. moreover, as a

process which increases the nucleation density according to claim 2 on the front face of a substrate

which forms a copper thin film like The univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane

of the copper which is material gas, a hexa FURORO acetylacetone, and **** for mixed gas that added

hydrogen from the beginning to this Carry out the knowledge of the same good membraneous copper

thin film as the above-mentioned claim 1 being obtained, and supply of the 1st process, nothing, next a

hexa FURORO acetylacetone is stopped for this, considering as the mixed gas of a copper hexa

FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane and hydrogen ~ (the 2nd process) and the high rate of

sedimentation - the shape of surface type -- smooth -- a membraneous good copper thin film with a

sufficient electrical property ~ consumption of material gas - there is an effect which can be formed

efficiently In the formation method of the copper thin film for wiring of the above-mentioned claim 2

and in the usual case Since the way of the 2nd process has the high pressure of the system of reaction,

from the 1st process from the 1st process Then, since the flow rate of the hexa FURORO acetylacetone

used at the 1st process is very little if it sees from the whole system of reaction when switching to the

2nd process and performing a copper chemical vapor deposition Even if it stops supply of this, without

there being almost nothing, therefore needing special operation of pressure balancing etc., the pressure

fluctuation of the system of reaction can shift to the 2nd process immediately, and can aim at

improvement in the rate of organization potency of a copper thin film. For example, the total pressure of

a CVD system is [ the supply flow rate of hydrogen of 1000 cc (cm3) / min, material gas (copper hexa

FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane), and addition gas (hexa FURORO acetylacetone) ]

about 20 cc/min from 5 cc/min about in 40Torr(s) (mmHg) grade. That is, most pressures in a reaction

chamber are determined by the amount of supply and displacement of hydrogen gas. Although most

time will be needed by the time it adjusts a pressure and the pressure of the system of reaction is stable

from this, in switching carrier gas to hydrogen dregs from inert gas, since the pressure fluctuation of the

system of reaction is hardly affected, by the on-off control of addition gas (hexa FURORO
acetylacetone), conditions can be switched immediately. Moreover, like, on the insulator layer of a

semiconductor substrate, the crevice according to claim 3 or 4 corresponding to the desired circuit

pattern is formed, and the diffusion barrier layer which consists of a refractory metal or alloys, such as a

tantalum for preventing diffusion of the circuit pattern to form and a titanium nitride, is prepared in the

front face of this crevice. Moreover, supply control by which is a liquid at a room temperature and

material gas was stabilized as material gas like by using the univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonato

complex of the copper combined with an olefin or an alkyne with the structure according to claim 5

stabilized chemically can be performed, moreover, a thing [ applying the formation method of the thin

film for wiring of this invention to wiring formation of a semiconductor integrated circuit like ]

according to claim 6 -- the shape of surface type, and the good circuit pattern of an electrical property ~

quick -- and consumption of a source material -- it can become possible to form efficiently and the

performance of copper wiring and the efficiency of a manufacture process can be raised remarkably

[0007]

[Example] The example of this invention is given to below and it explains to a detail further using a

drawing. An example of the composition of the chemical-vapor-deposition (CVD) equipment used for

drawing 1 by this example is shown. This CVD system adds the introductory system of a hexa

FURORO acetylacetone [H (hfac)] to the composition used in point ** (Japanese Patent Application No.

No. 072914 [ 05 to ]) by this inventions. In drawing 1 , a reaction chamber 1 can let an exhaust port 2

pass, and can exhaust it by the exhaust air system (not shown). The sample substrate 4 is held on the

substrate electrode holder 3. A heater 5 is built in the substrate electrode holder 3, and the sample
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substrate 4 can be heated to predetermined temperature. The raw material container 6 which contains the

liquid raw material 7 (for example, thing which added electron-donative ligands, such as trimethyl vinyl

silyl, to copper univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonate) which is a raw material of copper CVD is

installing in the outside of a reaction chamber 1. In the reaction chamber 1, the gas injection board 8

which counters the substrate electrode holder 3 is connected with the raw material container 6 through

the liquid mass-flow controller 9 for reduced pressure of marketing constituted with a flow rate sensor

10, and a control bulb and an evaporator 11. The raw material container 6 and a flow rate sensor 10 are

set as a room temperature, and a control bulb and an evaporator 1 1 can be built in a thermostat 12, and

they can carry out heating control at predetermined temperature. In the raw material container 6, it

pressurizes by gaseous helium, and it is constituted so that the liquid raw material of the specified

quantity can be supplied to a flow rate sensor 10 so that it may be stabilized and supply of the liquid raw
material 7 can be performed good. Moreover, the control bulb and the evaporator 1 1 are connected also

with the mass-flow controller 14 which supplies carrier gas, and the mass-flow controller 15 which

supplies a hexa FURORO acetylacetone. On the other hand, the gas injection board 8 is held by oil

circulation from a heat exchanger 13 at predetermined temperature. After a raw material passes a flow
rate sensor 10 in the state of a liquid and passes a control bulb, it evaporates, it is sent to a reaction

chamber 1 with carrier gas, and is pyrolyzed on the sample substrate 4, and a copper film deposits it

Drawing 2 is what measured and showed the rate of sedimentation of the copper the case (O mark)

where an argon is used as carrier gas, and at the time of using hydrogen (- mark), the inverse number
(1/1000K) of substrate temperature is shown in a vertical axis, and the rate of sedimentation (nm/min) is

shown in a horizontal axis. When hydrogen is used as carrier gas so that clearly from drawing, it is

shown that the copper rate of sedimentation is greatly excellent in all temperature. Drawing 3 (a) - (e) is

process drawing showing the process which forms the copper multilayer-interconnection pattern of a

semiconductor device using the formation method of the copper thin film for wiring of this invention.

Drawing 3 (a) shows the state where processed the layer insulation film 21 by the usual anisotropy dry

etching, and the slot 22 was formed to it, after forming in the layer insulation film 21 on the

semiconductor substrate 20 after finishing production process to the predetermined stage of a transistor

the resist pattern which is a reverse pattern of a circuit pattern. Next, the refractory metal 23 which
consists of the tantalum or titanium nitride which has the diffusion barrier nature of a copper circuit

pattern on the layer insulation film 21 which formed the slot 22 by the usual sputtering method or usual

CVD was made to deposit
[
drawing 3 (b)]. Subsequently, as shown in drawing 3 (c), what added

trimethyl vinyl silyl to copper univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonate as a source material is used.

This is adjusted to the flow rate of 0.5 g/min. hydrogen as carrier gas 1000 cc (cm3)/min, And 5 cc/min

is added, a hexa FURORO acetylacetone is introduced on the sample substrate of a reaction chamber,

40Torr(s) (mmHg) and sample substrate temperature are made into 180 degrees C for the total pressure

in a reaction chamber, the chemical vapor deposition of the copper was carried out, and about 30nm
initial formation copper film 24 was made to deposit for 1 minute. Next, as shown in drawing 3 (d),

supply of a hexa FURORO acetylacetone was stopped among the feed materials to the above-mentioned
reaction chamber, succeedingly, the chemical vapor deposition of the copper was carried out, copper

was deposited in the high rate of sedimentation 50nm/m, and it was filled up with the slot 22 by the

copper layer 25. And the copper circuit pattern 26 was made to form by grinding a copper layer 25 by
the usual chemical machinery polish method, and leaving the copper of the slot 22 section, as shown in

drawing 3 (e). The formed circuit pattern had small smooth irregularity, and membraneous quality was
good and was able to acquire the good circuit pattern of an electrical property efficiently.

[0008]

[Effect of the Invention] According to the formation method of the copper thin film for wiring of this

invention, as explained to the detail above, irregularity is small smooth, since a membraneous good
copper thin film is obtained by the high rate of sedimentation, by applying this to formation of the

multilayer interconnection of a semiconductor integrated circuit, it is highly efficient, a reliable

semiconductor device can be manufactured with sufficient productivity, and remarkable progress is

acquired technically and economically in production lines, such as LSI.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Are the formation method of the copper thin film for wiring which is smooth and forms a

membraneous good copper thin film by the high rate of sedimentation by the chemical-vapor-deposition

method on arbitrary semiconductor substrates, and it sets to the initial stage of formation of the above-

mentioned copper thin film. A chemical vapor deposition is performed using the mixed gas of a copper

hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane and a hexa FURORO acetylacetone as material

gas. The 1st process in which early nucleation density is increased and irregularity forms a copper thin

film it is small and smooth and good, Next, the formation method of the copper thin film for wiring

characterized by switching the above-mentioned material gas to the mixed gas of a copper hexa

FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane and hydrogen, and using at least the 2nd process which

performs the chemical vapor deposition of a copper thin film by the high rate of sedimentation.

[Claim 2] Are the formation method of the copper thin film for wiring which is smooth and forms a

membraneous good copper thin film by the high rate of sedimentation by the chemical-vapor-deposition

method on arbitrary semiconductor substrates, and it sets to the initial stage of formation of the above-

mentioned copper thin film. A chemical vapor deposition is performed using the mixed gas of a copper

hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane, a hexa FURORO acetylacetone, and hydrogen as

material gas. The 1st process in which early nucleation density is increased and irregularity forms a

copper thin film it is small and smooth and good, Then, supply of the hexa FURORO acetylacetone in

the above-mentioned material gas is stopped. The formation method of the copper thin film for wiring

characterized by using at least the 2nd process which performs the chemical vapor deposition of a

copper thin film for material gas by the mixed gas of a copper hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl

vinyl silane and hydrogen, nothing, and the high rate of sedimentation.

[Claim 3] The formation method of the copper thin film for wiring characterized by forming the crevice

of the predetermined configuration corresponding to the desired circuit pattern on the insulator layer of

arbitrary semiconductor substrates, and forming a copper thin film on this crevice in a claim 1 or a claim

2.

[Claim 4] The formation method of the copper thin film for wiring characterized by forming the

interlayer who consists of the refractory metal or alloy which has diffusion barrier nature in the front

face of the crevice of the predetermined configuration formed corresponding to the circuit pattern of the

request on an insulator layer, and forming a copper thin film on this interlayer in a claim 3.

[Claim 5] The copper hexa FURORO acetylacetonate-trimethyl vinyl silane used as material gas in any

1 term of a claim 1 or a claim 4 is the formation method of the copper thin film for wiring characterized

by being the univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonato complex of the copper combined with the

structure **** olefin or alkyne which is a liquid and was chemically stabilized at the room temperature.

[Claim 6] The process which forms the desired slot or desired hole corresponding to a circuit pattern by

anisotropy dry etching on the insulator layer formed in arbitrary semiconductor substrates in the

manufacture method of the semiconductor device using copper as a wiring main material, The process

which deposits a tantalum or the high-melting point metal membrane of a titanium nitride all over a
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substrate, and covers the base and the side of the flat part of a substrate and a slot, or a hole with the

above-mentioned high-melting point metal membrane, As a copper chemical-vapor-deposition method,

the univalent hexa FURORO acetylacetonato complex of the copper combined with the olefin is made

into material gas. Smooth it introduces on the substrate of a reaction chamber, a chemical vapor

deposition is performed, using the hydrogen which added the hexa FURORO acetylacetone to this as

carrier gas, early nucleation density is increased, and irregularity is small ~ With the formation process

of the 1st copper thin film which forms a membraneous good copper thin film, supply of the hexa

FURORO acetylacetone in the above-mentioned material gas is stopped succeedingly. The univalent

hexa FURORO acetylacetonato complex of the above-mentioned copper is introduced on the substrate

of a reaction chamber by making only hydrogen gas into carrier gas. The manufacture method of the

semiconductor device characterized by using at least the process which deposits copper on the slot or

hole which formed the 2nd copper thin film by the high rate of sedimentation, and was formed on the

above-mentioned insulator layer by being parallel and making a hydrogen-reduction reaction cause with

disproportionation

.

[Translation done.]
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